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Abstract

In high speed machining, the real feedrate is often lower than the programmed one. This reduction of the feedrate
is mainly due to the physical limits of the drives, and affects machining time as well as the quality of the machined
surface. Indeed, if the tool path presents sharp geometrical variations the feedrate has to be decreased to respect the
drive constraints in terms of velocity, acceleration and jerk. Thus, the aim of this paper is to smooth 5-axis tool paths
in order to maximize the real feedrate and to reduce the machining time.

Velocity, acceleration and jerk limits of each drive allow to compute an evaluation of the maximum reachable
feedrate which is then used to localize the areas where the tool path has to be smoothed. So starting from a given tool
path, the proposed algorithm iteratively smoothes the joint motions in order to raise the real feedrate. This algorithm
has been tested in 5-axis end milling of an airfoil and in flankmilling of an impeller for which a N-buffer algorithm is
used to control the geometrical deviations. An important reduction of the measured machining time is demonstrated
in both examples.

Keywords: 5-axis machining, tool path smoothing, drive constraints,machine tool kinematic

1. Introduction

Within the context of high speed machining, the
tool path and machine motions have to be smooth to
achieve the required surface quality. Mathematically,
the smoothness is usually defined by a continuous sec-
ond derivative. But it is important to make a clear
distinction between a smooth tool path and a smooth
motion. A smooth tool path considers only the geom-
etry which means a second derivative with respect to
a geometrical parameter (the displacement for exam-
ple) whereas a smooth motion deals with the temporal
movement (i.e. the second derivative with respect to the
time). Indeed, you can have a jerky motion even along
a straight line or a really quiet travel along a curvy path.

In the literature, several articles deal with the smooth-
ness of the motion. First works were carried out by
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Figure 1: Block diagram of the algorithm.

robotics researchers [1, 2]. Nowadays, it is important
to limit the jerk in the trajectory planning to produce a
soft motion [3–7]. The aim of these articles is to find a
velocity profile which respects all the kinematical con-
straints of the drives and of the machine tool structure
for a given tool path. Industrial numerical controllers
also offer the possibility to have a jerk limited motion
along the tool path [8].
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Nomenclature:
L the length of the tool path
spath displacement (mm) s ∈ [0, L]
ṡ feedrate (mm/s)
s̈ tangential acceleration (mm/s2)...
s tangential jerk (mm/s3)
Fpr programmed feedrate (mm/min)

q = [X(s) Y(s) Z(s) A(s) C(s)]T

axes position (mm) and (degree)
q̇ = [Ẋ(s) Ẏ(s) Ż(s) Ȧ(s) Ċ(s)]T

axes velocity (mm/s) and (rpm)
q̈ = [Ẍ(s) Ÿ(s) Z̈(s) Ä(s) C̈(s)]T

axes acceleration (mm/s2) and (rad/s2)...
q = [

...
X(s)

...
Y(s)

...
Z(s)

...
A(s)

...
C(s)]T

axes jerk (mm/s3) and (rad/s3)

qs = [Xs(s) Ys(s) Zs(s) As(s) Cs(s)]T

qss= [Xss(s) Yss(s) Zss(s) Ass(s) Css(s)]T

qsss= [Xsss(s) Ysss(s) Zsss(s) Asss(s) Csss(s)]T

first, second and third derivatives of the 5-axis positions
with respect to the path displacements

i : i = 1..5 for the X, Y, Z, A, C axes of the machine
tool
N : number of discretized calculation points
j : j = 1..N discretized value along the path displace-
ments. Here the discretization step along the displace-
ment is set to 0.01 mm
j s : jth discretized point alongs

Vmax= [vx
maxvy

maxvz
max va

maxvc
max]

T

axes velocity limits (m/s) and (rpm)
Amax= [ax

maxay
maxaz

maxaa
maxac

max]
T

axes acceleration limits (m/s2) and (rot/s2)
Jmax= [ jx

max jymax jzmax jamax jcmax]
T

axes jerk limits (m/s3) and (rot/s3)

On the other hand, few works have been carried out
about geometrical smoothing. A corner optimization is
proposed in [9–11] but it is applied only in 3-axis ma-
chining. In 5-axis, different methods were proposed to
smooth the rotary drives of a 5-axis milling machine
[12–14]. The fundamental idea is that the slowdowns
on the feedrate come from the rotary drives, which ap-
pears to be too restrictive. The method proposed in
[15] increases the smoothness by minimizing the en-
ergy of deformation of the tool path in the context of
5-axis flank milling. This allows a global optimization
of the tool path but as it is realized in the Part Coordi-
nate System, machine tool constraints are not taken into
account. Industrial numerical controllers also provide
solutions to smooth the geometry of the tool path, such
as corner rounding functions or tool path compressors
[8]. These functions lead to a shorter machining time
but the user cannot control the geometrical error gener-
ated on the part. Indeed the tolerance is handled axis by
axis, which means that the resulting errors on the part in
5-axis milling cannot be controlled.

The main problem of these approaches is that the ma-
chine tool characteristics are not considered. Actually,
the results of the algorithms will be the same whatever
the desired feedrate and the kinematical capacities of
the machine tool. However, it is clear that depending
on the relative abilities of each drive the solution should
change (see section 3 of [16]).

The prediction of the velocity profile generated by

the CNC was used in [17, 18] to improve the machin-
ing time by changing the orientation of the tool. Al-
though the complete motion planning is the best way
to see where the feedrate is decreasing, it is time con-
suming and not necessary for the purpose of trajectory
smoothing.

Another way to improve the machining time is to use
a polynomial description of the tool path with a good
parameterization as it is shown in [19–21]. This is used
on top of the proposed algorithm to reduce the machin-
ing time even more. Actually the native B-Spline format
is used for the machining tests presented further.

In this paper, the proposed approach consists in com-
puting the necessary reductions of the feedrate due to
velocity, acceleration and jerk constraints of each drive.
This information, taken from the field of smooth mo-
tion planning, is then used to optimize the geometry and
smooth the tool path. This will finally lead to a reduc-
tion of the machining time.

The optimization is an iterative process, as it is shown
in Fig. 1. An evaluation of the kinematical constraints
is first performed, then a local geometrical smoothing
is carried out on the selected axis. It is important to
note that the tool path is smoothed in the Machine Co-
ordinate System. If needed, a N-buffer technique [22]
is used to control the geometrical deviations on the part.
In this case, a compromise has to be made between the
smoothness and the geometrical tolerance (see subsec-
tion 4.2).
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The rest of the paper is organized as follows: drive
constraints are presented in section 2. These constraints
give the axes and positions which have to be smoothed.
Using this information the smoothing algorithm is ex-
plained in section 3. Two machining tests are carried
out in section 4. Results demonstrate the efficiency of
the proposed algorithm by measuring the real machin-
ing time. Finally the conclusions are summarized in
section 5.

2. Drive constraints

The aim of this section is to predict the slowdowns
of the feedrate. A complete prediction of the velocity
along the path would have been time consuming so an
approximation of the maximum velocity profile is com-
puted. This approximate maximum limit is given by
the velocity, acceleration and jerk constraints of the 5
drives.

First, the mathematical formalism is introduced and
the kinematical constraints are exposed and finally the
upper limit of the feedrate is presented.

2.1. Mathematical formalism

Using the formula for the derivative of the composi-
tion of two functions (Eq. 1), it is possible to express
the velocity of the driveṡq as a function of the geome-
try qs multiplied by a function of the motion ˙s. There-
fore, the motion is decoupled from the geometry which
allows the further geometrical optimization. One can
note that this formula is valid for linear and rotary axes;
it is thus possible to compare the 5 drives of the machine
tool which is an important advantage. The acceleration
q̈ and jerk

...
q of the drives are obtained identically in Eq.

2 and 3.

q̇ =
dq
dt
=

dq
ds

ds
dt
= qs ṡ (1)

q̈ = qss ṡ2
+ qs s̈ (2)

...
q = qsssṡ3

+ 3qss ṡ s̈+ qs
...
s (3)

qs, qss, qsss are the geometrical derivatives with re-
spect to displacementsalong the tool path. They should
be known as soon as the path is defined. However, the
CNC has some options to round the sharp corners so the
executed geometry is modified as well as the amplitude
of these parameters. To overcome this problem two so-
lutions are available: whether to have a model of the
way the CNC is rounding the corners or to send a native

B-Spline tool path to the machine. With the second so-
lution, the tool path has no sharp corner due to the G1
discontinuities so the geometry is not modified by the
CNC.

Thanks to the Eq. 1-3 it is now possible to express
the constraints of the drives.

2.2. Velocity, acceleration and jerk constraints

Because of the physical realization of the drives (mo-
tors, driving system, machine tool structure ...) the ve-
locity, acceleration and jerk of each individual drive
have to be limited. The jerk limitation is important to
reduce the vibrations due to the dominating vibratory
mode of the axes.

Eq. 4 presents the velocity constraints.
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All the constraints are set to be symmetrical as it
is commonly used in the machine tool characteristics.
Then the following set of inequations is obtained re-
spectively for the velocity, acceleration and jerk con-
straints. The notation| | stands for the absolute value of
each scalar term.

| jq̇
i
| ≤ Vi

max ; | j q̈
i
| ≤ Ai

max ; | j
...
q i
| ≤ Ji

max (5)

The aim is now to find the maximum value of the fee-
drateṡ allowed by these constraints. To obtain an exact
solution, the Eq. 5 should be solved recursively because
of the link between ˙s, s̈and

...
s. However a good approx-

imation can be given in a closed form as it is explained
below.

2.3. Approximation of the maximal feedrate

The first inequation is easy to use as it gives immedi-
ately the highest feedrate allowed by the velocity of the
axes.

j ṡ≤ min
i=1..5

(

Vi
max

| jqi
s|

)

(6)

But in the other inequations, there is the link
s̈= d

dt(ṡ). As an approximate upper limit of the fee-
drate is only required, it is possible to use the limit when
s̈= 0. This will be exact at sharp corners as the feedrate
is decreasing and then increasing. Furthermore these are
the most interesting areas for us. Thus a limit given by
the accelerations of the axes is obtained in a close form:
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For the jerk, the same kind of problem has to be faced.
Taking s̈= 0 and

...
s = 0, a limit of the feedrate given by

the jerks is obtained.

j ṡ≤ min
i=1..5
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Of course, the feedrate is limited by the programmed
feedrateFpr. Discretizing the tool path, it is possible to
obtain an approximate limit of the real feedrate for each
position along the path with the Eq. 9. It is interesting
to point out that this evaluation is really fast as there is
no iteration.

j ṡ≤ min
i=1..5
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Vi

max
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, 3
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(9)

It is important to notice that this is an approximation
of the maximum reachable feedrate. That means that the
real feedrate can cross this limit while respecting all the
constraints. With the approximations which is made, the
link between two successive points is lost. But of course
as the acceleration is limited, it will not be possible to
follow exactly the proposed limit because some time is
required to accelerate and to decelerate along the tool
path. Practically, this limit gives a really good indication
about the real feedrate reached by the machine tool as it
will be shown in the examples below.

Finally, taking into account all the constraints of the
drives, the areas where the real feedrate will decrease
can be predicted. Moreover, the cause of the slowdowns
is known so it is possible to smooth the corresponding
axes in these areas.

3. Smoothing algorithm

The aim of the smoothing algorithm is to raise the
upper limit of the feedrate by reducing the magnitude
of the axes geometrical derivativesqs, qss, qsss. For
each tool position along the path, it is possible to know
which axis is limiting the feedrate with Eq. 9. The tool
path smoothing is done iteratively thanks to a local joint
movement smoothing. As it is said before, the axis mo-
tion is smoothed locally around the discontinuity so it
is important to make sure that the junctions between the
initial axis movement and the smoothed zone will be at
leastC2 in order to avoid the slowdowns due to the junc-
tion discontinuities. Moreover, the geometry should be
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Figure 2: 2D example tool path.

controlled so the smoothed spline should respect a given
tolerance. And finally, the spline has to be smooth that
is to say that the second derivative should be minimal.

3.1. Explanations on a simple example

To illustrate this smoothing algorithm, a simple 2D
example will be first used even if the algorithm is not
designed to be applied in such an easy case. The tol-
erance used is really large for the purpose of this ex-
planation (Fig. 2). For each sharp corner, the second
geometrical derivative is infiniteqss → ∞ so accord-
ing to Eq. (2) the feedrate has to be zero to respect the
inequations (5). That means that each axis instruction
has to be modified as it is shown in the bottom of Fig.
2. The piecewise polynomial spline on the bottom of
Fig. 2 minimizes its second derivative while respecting
all the constraints mentioned above. The method is im-
plemented in Matlab by using a function developed by
D’Errico [23].

As one can see on Fig. 2, the smoothing algorithm
is applied locally around each axis discontinuity. The
combination of the smoothing of the X and Y axes leads
to a smooth tool path in the Part Coordinate System.
The demonstration of how a tolerance on the part can be
handled and how the smoothing parameters are chosen
is carried out further.

3.2. Selection of the smoothing parameters

Three parameters have to be defined to apply the
smoothing algorithm: the tolerance on the axis move-
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ment, the axis which has to be smoothed and the zone
where it has to be smoothed.

The maximum reachable feedrate obtained with the
Eq. 9 is used to determine which axis will be smoothed
for the current iteration. The initial idea is to take
the position of the minimum reachable feedrate and
to smooth the tool path around this area. But some-
times, after few iterations, it will be impossible to have
a smoother tool path in some areas because the tool
path will be as smooth as possible according to the al-
lowed part tolerance. So to choose the area which will
be smoothed, some information given by the N-buffer
about the tolerance left are needed too. Of course, the
smoothing algorithm can be applied several times in the
same area.

In end milling with a ball end mill, it is possible to
smooth the tool path without introducing any geomet-
rical deviation on the part as it will be shown further.
But in flank milling, the smoothing algorithm will gen-
erate some geometrical deviations which have to respect
the given part tolerance. Due to the non-linear kine-
matic transformation between the Machine Coordinate
System and the Part Coordinate System, the effect of
the smoothing tolerance on the part tolerance is hardly
predictable. So this axis tolerance is first chosen with a
heuristic guess and then a N-buffer technique is used for
each iteration in order to ensure that the CAD tolerance
is respected. Thus in flank milling the choice of the axis
tolerance for the smoothing algorithm is handled thanks
to a second optimization loop (see Fig. 1).

3.3. Detailed algorithm

The following simplified algorithm explains the pro-
posed method to smooth a given tool path. For each
iteration, the upper feedrate limit is computed in order
to select the smoothing parameters as explained above.

In flank milling, the CAD tolerance has to be re-
spected. So for an iteration of the main optimization
loop, the axis tolerance is gradually reduced if needed.
If the smoothed axis is a rotary axis, the tool center po-
sition is kept constant because a small rotation can lead
to an important error on the part due to the lever arm.
The repositioning of the tool center in realized thanks to
the movement of the 4 other axes of the machine tool as
explained in the following subsection.

In end milling with a ball end cutter, the reposi-
tioning of the tool center allows to smooth the tool
path by changing only the orientation of the tool and
not the position. So the tool path is smoothed without
introducing any geometrical error.

While improvement is possible
Find the lowest point of the upper limit of the feedrate
Select the smoothing parameters
If flank milling

While part is out of tolerance
Smooth the selected axis
If A or C is smoothed

Reposition the tool center
End
N-buffer
Reduce the tolerance

End
Elseif end milling

Smooth the selected axis
Reposition the tool center

End
End

3.4. Tool center repositioning

In 5-axis ball end milling, it is possible to smooth the
tool path without generating any geometrical error by
replacing the tool center to its original position. Indeed,
once one axis is smoothed, you can use the other axes
to keep the center of the tool at the same position. The
result is that the orientation of the tool is modified but
not its position. One should notice that here the orien-
tation of the tool is considered to be completely free,
neglecting the problem of cutting speed.

The inverse kinematic transformation of the machine
is given in Eq. 10 where:

• [Xpr Ypr Zpr] defines the programmed coordinates
of the tool center,

• [X Y Z A C] defines the 5-axis coordinates of the
machine tool,

• [Px Py Pz] defines the work offset,

• by bz are the distances between the rotary axes of
the Mikron UCP710 machine tool,

• [mx my mz] characterized the machine zero,

• jz is the tool length offset.

The machine tool has 5 degrees of freedom and only
3 are required to reposition the tool center. For each iter-
ation of the smoothing algorithm, one axis is smoothed
so there is 4 axes left to keep the tool center position
constant. As the kinematical characteristics of the ro-
tary axes are lower than for the linear axes, the choice to
preserve them from rapid compensation movements is
made when it is possible. So if a rotary axis is smoothed,
the other rotary axis is set to be constant and [X Y Z]
are computed thanks to the Eq. 10 with the original
[Xpr Ypr Zpr].
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X = cos(C)(Xpr + Px) + sin(C)(Ypr + Py) +mx

Y = cos(A)[sin(C)(Xpr + Px) + cos(C)(Ypr + Py) + by] + sin(A)[Zpr + Pz + bz] +my

Z = sin(A)[sin(C)(Xpr + Px) + cos(C)(Ypr + Py) + by] + cos(A)[Zpr + Pz + bz] +mz

(10)

Table 1: Machine tool drive limits

X Y Z A C
Vmax

(m/min− rpm)
30 30 30 15 20

Amax

(m/s2 − rot/s2)
2.5 3 2.1 0.83 0.83

Jmax

(m/s3 − rot/s3)
5 5 50 5 100

If a linear axis is smoothed, the A-axis is set to be
constant and the problem leads to compute C-axis with
an equation of the form:

cst1 sin(C) + cst2 cos(C) = cst3 (11)

Thus the position of the other axes can be computed to
keep the tool center position constant.

This algorithm will now be applied in end and in flank
milling to demonstrate the efficiency of this 5-axis tool
path smoothing algorithm based on drive constraints.

4. Applications

The proposed smoothing algorithm is applied on two
different industrial parts. Only finishing operations are
considered here but the algorithm could easily be ap-
plied to a roughing operation. The experiments are car-
ried out on a 5-axis MIKRON UCP 710 machining cen-
ter whose kinematical characteristics are given in Table
1. Air cutting tests are conducted to compare machin-
ing time and effective feedrates. The machine is con-
trolled by a SIEMENS 840D CNC which allows the
measurement of the position and velocity of each axis
during the movement. The programmed feedrate is set
to Fpr = 5000mm/min for both examples.

4.1. 5-axis end milling of an airfoil like surface

The first example is dealing with the 5-axis end
milling of an airfoil (Fig. 3). The initial tool path is
created using a multi-axis helix machining operation of
the Advanced Machining mode of CATIA V5. The pa-
rameters used are: a scallop height of 0.01 mm, a fixed
leading and tilt angle of 0 and 5 degree respectively and

Initial tool path

Optimized tool path

feedrate

m/min
3.5

3

2.5

1.5

0.5

0

1

2

Figure 3: Airfoil tool path coloured according to the real feedrate.

a φ10 mm ball end mill. As a ball end cutter is used,
it is possible to change the orientation of the tool with-
out creating any geometrical deviation on the final part.
So the algorithm described in Fig. 1 is used, and once
the local geometrical smoothing is applied to an axis,
the tool center position is reset to its original location
thanks to the other axes movements. Thus the tool path
is iteratively optimized in order to raise the upper limit
of the feedrate computed in section 2.

For the experiments, a portion (Fig. 3) of the tool path
is extracted and sent in a native B-Spline format to the
CNC controller. The feedrate limits given by the veloc-
ity, acceleration and jerk of each axis are shown on Fig.
4. The characteristics of the initial tool path are given
on the top row. As it can be seen from this example,
the main limitation of the feedrate is due to the velocity
of the C-axis. Actually, the machining strategy leads to
an important use of the C-axis since the tool has to re-
volve around the part. On Fig. 4.a it can be observed
that the measured feedrate is actually limited by the C-
axis velocity. So the optimization algorithm is chang-
ing the C-axis motion in order to raise this limitation.
The results of the optimization are shown on the bottom
row of Fig. 4. The major difference is that the limit
given by the velocity of the C-axis is increased and as
the tool path is smoother, the acceleration and jerk lim-
its are raised as well. Once again, one can see on Fig.
4.d that the measured feedrate match really well the up-
per limit. The Fig. 3 shows the measured feedrate along
a revolution around the airfoil. On top of the figure,
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Figure 4: Feedrate limitations given by the velocity, acceleration and jerk for the airfoil. Top row: Initial B-Spline tool path, bottom row: Optimized
B-Spline tool path.

the feedrate decreases a lot on the leading and trailing
edge of the airfoil. Whereas for the optimized tool path
(on the bottom), the measured feedrate is a lot higher in
these locations due to a change of the tool orientation.
This is clearly explained in Fig. 5. Close to the leading
and trailing edge, the tool axis of the optimized path (in
solid red line) has an important leading angle in order to
anticipate the movement.

Finally, the measured machining time for the initial
and optimized tool path is equal to 17.2 s and 11.9 s
respectively. For this application, a reduction of 30 per-
cent of the machining time is obtained.

These performances are achieved because in this ex-
ample, the C-axis of the machine tool is used a lot in
the initial tool path whereas its kinematical capacities
are quite low. For every 5-axis point milling tool path,
it will be possible to smooth the axis which limits the
feedrate and to compensate the movement thanks to the
other axes which have better kinematical capacities as
it is shown in Section 3.4. Thus the proposed method
reduces the machining time without creating any geo-
metrical deviation but an even faster solution could have
been generated if the tolerance specified on the part had
been used.

X (mm)

Y
(m

m
)

-50 -40 -30 -20 -10 0 10 20 30 40 50

-30

-20

-10

0

10

20

30
initial

tool path
optimized

tool path

Figure 5: Airfoil initial (dash blue lines) and optimized (solid red
lines) tool paths.
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Optimized tool path
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3.5

3

2.5
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4.5

4
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Initial tool path

Figure 6: Impeller tool path coloured according to the real feedrate.

4.2. 5-axis flank milling of an impeller

The second example is taken from Pechard et al.
[15]. The blades are machined with a unique trajec-
tory for both sides (Fig. 6). The initial tool path is
obtained minimizing the geometrical deviations as ex-
plained in [15]. Indeed as the surface of the blade is a
non-developable ruled surface, the overcut and undercut
cannot be avoided. As it is a flank milling operation, the
orientation of the tool has to be controlled accurately.
A N-buffer technique is introduced in the optimization
loop to control the geometrical errors on the part. In-
deed during the local smoothing it is impossible to have
a relation between the tolerance on each axis and the
resulting effect on the part. To overcome this problem,
the direct kinematical transformation is realized and the
geometry is checked for each iteration.

Table 2 presents the results. The initial tool path has
a maximum deviation of 0.4 mm and the aim was to
smooth the tool path as much as possible with an al-
lowed tolerance of 0.5 mm and 0.9 mm. For each tool
path, two tests have been carried out with G1 and native
B-Spline description of the tool path. First of all, one
can see that the tolerance specified is respected. Then
the machining time is drastically reduced whatever the
format of the tool path. For the tolerance of 0.9 mm, the
geometrical deviation is increased a lot whereas the re-
duction of the machining time is small. Of course, using
a native B-Spline the machining time is reduced because
the tool path is smoother than with G1 discontinuities.

Fig. 7 shows the limits given by the jerk on each axis.
For this example the velocity and acceleration limits are
not plotted because the jerk is the limiting parameter all
along the path. The graphics correspond respectively to
the initial (left) and optimized with a tolerance of 0.5
mm (right) tool paths. The results shown here are ob-
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Figure 8: C-axis initial and optimized (tol=0.5 mm) instructions.

tained using the native B-Spline format in order to avoid
the discontinuity problems. It can be noticed that the
correlation between the approximate upper limit and the
measured feedrate is striking. Moreover, the X and Y
axes limits are not far from the A-axis limit so it shows
that the linear axes have to be taken into account too to
smooth 5-axis tool paths.

The optimization smoothed the tool path and the
computed feedrate limits are increased. One can notice
that the programmed feedrate is never reached. On the
right hand plot, the feedrate between 0 and 100 mm does
not reach the upper limit. Actually, it could have been
higher while respecting all the constraints. So with an
optimized velocity planning algorithm, even more time
could have been saved.

Fig. 8 presents the result obtained on the C-axis. It is
clear that the oscillations are filtered; so the geometrical
derivativesCs,Css,Csssare decreased and the tool path
is smoother.

This example shows that the developed algorithm al-
lows to smooth a 5-axis flank milling tool path while
respecting a given tolerance on the part.

Here again, the measured machining time is reduced
by more than 30 percent depending on the format and
the given tolerance. This performance is achieved be-
cause the overcut and undercut are not evenly dis-
tributed along the path in the initial trajectory generation
algorithm. Thus the proposed algorithm takes advan-
tage of the whole allowed tolerance to distort the tool
path in order to smooth it.
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Table 2: Results of the optimization for the impeller.

Impeller
Undercut

(mm)
Overcut
(mm)

Measured
machining time (s)

Initial tool path 0.13 -0.39 G1:23.5 BS:9.3
Optimized tool path

(tol=0.5mm)
0.40 -0.49 G1:13.7 BS:6.4

Optimized tool path
(tol=0.9mm)

0.89 -0.66 G1:11.3 BS:6.0
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Figure 7: Feedrate limitations given by the jerk for the impeller. Left: Initial B-Spline tool path, right: Optimized B-Spline tool path (tol=0.5 mm).

5. Conclusion

In this paper, a new approach is proposed to address
the problem of tool path smoothing. The main differ-
ence with the other approaches of the literature is that
the velocity, acceleration and jerk of each axis of the
machine tool are considered. Indeed, the smoothing
algorithm is applied to the movement of the joints in
the Machine Coordinate System after an evaluation of
the maximum reachable feedrate. This straightforward
evaluation of the maximum feedrate allows to localize
the critical areas where the tool path has to be smoothed.
A local smoothing of the joint geometrical evolution is
iteratively applied in order to improve the smoothness at
these critical points. The illustrated experimental results
show a significant reduction of the machining time.It
has been shown that despite the fact that the smooth-
ing algorithm is carried out in the Machine Coordinate
System, it is possible to handle a geometrical tolerance
on the part with a N-buffer simulation. In 5-axis flank
milling, the optimization takes advantage of the toler-
ance all along the path to improve the feedrate and re-

duce machining time. In 5-axis point milling with a ball
end mill, it is possible to save machining time without
creating any geometrical deviation.
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